Public Access Policy Toolkit for Libraries
Produced by IFLA and the IGF Dynamic Coalition on Public Access in Libraries
This toolkit is designed to cover all policy questions relevant to public access to the Internet in
libraries. It is designed to be an exhaustive as possible in terms of themes, and so of course not
all issues will be relevant to all libraries in all countries.
Its goal is to offer a starting point for library associations and libraries in thinking about how –
and where – to engage in advocacy and lobbying activities around public access to the internet. It
may also help in identifying potential partners and alliances with which libraries could work.
While the toolkit aims to be broad, it does not aim to be deep. Rather it:
• Offers a short introduction to different policy issues relevant to public access in libraries;
• Sets out some key advocacy points which library associations and libraries could make;
• Offers links to more information.
As with any toolkit, readers should feel free to select only the sections that are of interest. A first
step could be to assess which of the different factors is providing the greatest immediate barrier
to public access – poor overall connectivity, unhelpful laws and regulations, lack of finance. For
this, you can use the diagnostic kit provided on p4-5.
Once key issues have been identified, the more detailed information should make it possible to
reflect on where to focus efforts.
The goal of this toolkit, for IFLA, is to enable librarians, libraries and library associations to
develop their confidence and capability to engage in advocacy in relevant policy areas. The ideal
is that the voice of libraries can be heard in policy discussions, either as part of ongoing reforms,
or proactively, in cooperation with other relevant organizations.
It is also a living document – we welcome further links and ideas to include which may help
colleagues around the world engage!
Happy reading!
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1. Introduction: Why Is Public Internet Access in Libraries Important?
In the context of libraries, public access refers to the possibility for users to connect to the Internet
through a shared connection (and potentially computer terminal). It stands in contrast to ‘private’
access – access that is limited to an individual subscriber, household, a commercial service or
potentially employer.
There are several arguments in favor of focusing on providing public access in libraries, both as a
first step towards connecting unconnected communities, and as a complement to private access
in situations where a large share of the population is already online.
In its Principles on Public Access, the Dynamic Coalition on Public Access in Libraries defines its
perspective on empowering people’s access to information through public libraries. It underlines
that public access in libraries is important because libraries are trusted, safe institutions that
welcome and serve everybody.
From a cost-effectiveness point of view, the fact that libraries already exist, have a mission to
provide access to knowledge and information resources, are funded by the taxpayer and
embedded in government infrastructure make them a logical choice. They can partner with other
public sector actors (schools, social services etc.), civil society, as well as the private sector making
them an ideal platform, but crucially remain a non-commercial space for ‘social’ use of the Internet,
and realization of its potential1.
Lastly, they have skilled and qualified library staff who offer the public support with technology and
training on information and media literacy, as well as on how to use the Internet safely. Where
there already are strong connections, they have been involved in the development and use of
innovative learning services. This can include wiki-collaborations, cloud computing, job-training, elearning, online government services, and access to subscription-based databases to name a few.
At the level of the individual, public access in libraries therefore represent an important means of
accessing digital information and making other uses of digital technology, in many cases the only
one. By reducing costs to individuals – especially those who would otherwise be excluded from the
digital environment, public access in libraries promotes equality and removes barriers – and
disincentives – to taking advantage of the potential of the Internet. It empowers people to learn,
find and apply for work, start a new business, communicate with family and friends, and start to
create and share their own content. It allows everyone – not just those with money – to obtain the
information they need to take better decisions.
Moreover, public access can support the effectiveness of government action. As all levels of
government look to move citizen services on line, it becomes more and more important to ensure
all citizens have both access to the Internet, and the skills to navigate and do business with
government online. Often those that most need the government services/or need to interact with
them have the least ability to do so – investing in public access through libraries helps rectify
this.
Achieving universal public access to the Internet through libraries requires a dual approach:
investment in technology infrastructure to create or improve physical connectivity and a policy
environment that supports access and use. This guarantees that individuals can access, find and
use information provided via the Internet in public libraries, and that communities have the
capacity and incentives to create and publish local content online.

1

See the eSmart initiatives in Australia: https://www.esmart.org.au/esmart-libraries/
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2. Public Access Policy Toolkit: Diagnostic
This toolkit is a long document. This is deliberate – we want it to be comprehensive, and help
libraries in many different situations.
In order to help you understand which section of the toolkit is most relevant for you, we have
developed a short diagnostic. This asks a series of questions which can help you work out where
you might want to focus your effort as a priority. Look both at the ‘A’ questions and ‘B’ questions,
and work down the lists in order to find an issue on which you might want to advocate.
To answer these questions, sometimes you will need to seek out information – which should
come naturally! – or find an expert you can work with.
Qu. 1: Is the internet widely available in your country or region?
The proportion of people who have the physical possibility to access the internet is a crucial first
issue. You could look at the proportion living in areas with3G network coverage, with home
connections, or who live close to libraries with internet access, and think about how this
compares with other countries or regions.
A low share of people with the possibility to access the internet (regardless of how many actually
connect) is an indicator of a poor network infrastructure. You could look at the following sections:
-

Sections 3c, 3d and 3e on building networks within countries
Sections 6a and 6b on financing network-building

Qu. 2: How fast/reliable is the internet in your country or region?
To make the most of the internet, it is important that this is sufficiently fast and reliable. Carrying
out e-Commerce, taking part in research collaboration, and indeed many forms of
communication need this. You can compare internet speeds with those in other countries, and
see how yours is doing. Similarly, you can reflect on whether internet shutdowns (deliberate or
accidental) are an issue.
If your country or region has slow or unreliable connectivity, you may want to look at the below
subjects:
- Sections 3a and 3b on connections to the global internet
- Sections 3c, 3d and 3e on networks within countries
- Sections 4a and 4b on regulation and price/connectivity
- Section 4c on regulation and content, including internet shutdowns
Qu. 3: How expensive is internet connectivity?
The cost of connectivity affects the possibilities both for libraries and individuals to get online.
Cost is important both in absolute terms (i.e. in dollars, euros or otherwise), and in relative terms
(as a share of median monthly income). Sometimes, connectivity costs more because it is simply
harder to reach particular areas (because they are particularly remote, or disaster-prone.
However, tools such as universal service funds are there to resolve such issues.
If internet connectivity is comparatively expensive, you may wish to look at the below sections:
- Section 4a and 4b on regulation and price/connectivity
- Section 6a and 6b on funding connections and connectivity
Qu. 4: Are libraries in your country connected to the Internet?
Having an internet connection can make a major difference to the ability of libraries to achieve
their missions, and of course is essential if they are to provide public access. Yet not all libraries
are connected, either because the whole community is offline, because they cannot afford it, or
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because they are not seen as a priority to connect. It is essential – and in line with the
commitments made by governments at the World Summit on the Information Society – to get
libraries connected.
If libraries are not connected in your country, or if they cannot afford to connect, you should look
at the below sections:
-

Sections 6a and 6b on funding connectivity
The answers to questions 1-3 above

Qu. 5: How skilled are people in using the internet?
Levels of skill in using the internet are not only important as a means of preventing negative
experiences online, but also can determine whether people want to connect in the first place.
Libraries are, of course, potentially importance centres for developing such skills. Use available
statistics, as well as your own judgement, to assess whether people are capable internet users.
If people in your country have relatively low levels of skill online, you should look at the below
sections:
-

Section 6b on universal service funds

Qu. 6: Are libraries allowed to offer internet access WiFi in your country?
As institutions bound by the law, libraries must comply when a law prevents them from giving
access. However, this is not the case in most countries, and such a law runs counter to IFLA’s
own principles.
If libraries are not allowed to give WiFi access in your country, you should look at the below
sections:
-

Section 5a on general rules on public internet access
Section 5b on library legislation relative to public internet access

Qu. 7 Are there conditions on offering public access to the internet?
In many countries, libraries cannot just offer internet access to anyone, freely. Such rules may be
explained by legitimate reasons (protecting children or public safety for example), but the way
they are enforced can lead to excessive restrictions. Obligations to use tough filters, to monitor
users, or to oblige them to share their personal details before logging on can limit the
effectiveness of public access policies.
If there are tough restrictions on how you offer public internet access, you should look at the
below sections:
-

Sections 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d all look at different aspects of the rules around how libraries
offer internet access.
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3. Physical Infrastructure
For library users to benefit from high-quality Internet access – and the information and content if
offers – they need a good physical connection to the Internet. This physical infrastructure is made
up of three parts – ‘backbone’, middle and ‘last-mile’ networks. In many places, there are problems
at both levels, meaning that libraries either remain unconnected, or cannot benefit from a strong
enough connection to offer the services their users need.
Connecting libraries and other anchor institutions can be a focused middle mile strategy. In this
case, libraries may play the role of priority end points & interconnect points. In this way,
infrastructures closer to homes and offices are also extended while serving a large portion of
population who access those services.
Cost of middle mile networks is a fraction of last mile deployments, but it will reduce the overall
cost and risk to reach everyone (how??). Open middle mile infrastructure are the very places to
invest Universal Service Funds (USF) for greatest public and market return on investment (ROI).
This chapter explores some of the critical physical infrastructure issues where libraries may wish
to advocate.4.

3a. The Global Net
A solid Internet infrastructure is critical to connect traffic from the local networks to regional and
larger global networks. For example, when a library user accesses a research article (for example
via a database of health research such as PubMed, data from the World Bank’s Open Knowledge
Repository, or an international news website such as Reuters, Al Jazeera or France24, the content
may well be stored in another country.
If the connections between countries or between regions within a country are poor, then it will be
slower to download the relevant document. Libraries therefore have an interest in supporting
projects that strengthen this global network.
This is important for poorer and more remote countries – those that are landlocked, or those that
are isolated – where building such connections may be expensive or depend on the goodwill of
others. Similarly, developing more connections is important, in case one route is blocked or shut
down by a government.
Where these are lacking, or there is too much reliance on one option, governments and others
should support projects to build or improve connections between individual countries and the
global Internet
Find out more

3b. Connecting the Global to the National
A parallel concern is around Internet Exchange Points (IXPs). These are where Internet traffic over
local networks meets the global network. Currently, many regions do not have enough affordable
IXPs. For example, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in Southern Africa connect local traffic in Africa
via the London Internet Exchange (LINX) or the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-IX) because it
is cheaper to pass through Europe than to connect directly through an exchange point on the
African continent.
This means not only that Internet access is slower (the distance travelled does make some
difference), but also that it may be faster to access content from those countries which host IXPs
than from other parts of Africa. In terms of impacts on libraries, this means not only slower access
to resources in general, but especially slow access to local or regional content.
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Governments should support efforts to develop affordable Internet Exchange Points, in particular
in developing countries, in order to provide better access to content.
Find out more

3c. Infrastructure within Countries
Infrastructure within countries clearly also plays a role. Often, the capital or other major centers
may benefit from a relatively good Internet connection, but smaller towns and villages – and in
particular the countryside – will not. Libraries in such regions will also be affected by this situation.
Poor connectivity in rural areas can be linked to a combination of high installation costs (because
of distance or obstacles such as mountains), low population (i.e. not many consumers), and low
purchasing power (companies less likely to be able to make a profit). Even where there is a
connection, it may not be of high quality (using old-fashioned cable for example).
High quality Internet connections linking all parts of a country, including rural areas, are essential
if all libraries and communities are to benefit from good connectivity. Fibreoptic cables offer the
best performance, although other options for connecting remote regions, such as satellite, also
exist.
Building this infrastructure requires funding. The role of Universal Service and Access Funds is
discussed later in this toolkit. However, there are means of reducing costs, and so enabling more
people to be connected for less. One option is a ‘dig once’ approach, where when new roads are
built, new cables are laid at the same time.
Finally, in choosing where to connect first, libraries are a logical choice, for reasons set out later in
this toolkit. In short, as trusted community hubs, with a mission to offer access to information to
all and potential as a space for developing skills and confidence, they add strong value compared
to various other options. Additionally, libraries are important in time of personal, communal and
national crisis.
Government strategies for Internet access should explicitly aim to bring this to all parts of the
country, and focus resources on those areas where private-sector initiatives are least likely.
Find out more
Policies and programs focused on infrastructure should include Internet infrastructure, for
example through ‘dig once’ approaches.
Find out more
When connecting a new area for the first time, governments should consider connecting the
library and other community anchor institutions first, given their role in providing access to
information regardless of income.
Find out more

3d. Local Networks
The final link in the chain is that to libraries and library users. The goal is to ensure that every
institution and its users benefit from a sufficiently strong connection to be able to get the most out
of the internet.
There are several ways of achieving this. Setting aside dial-up Internet (itself not a possibility in
areas without phone lines), means of accessing broadband internet have different strengths and
weaknesses in terms of cost (both installation and operating), speed and coverage. In most
developed countries, cable is available in big cities. Fibre, while expanding, still has the most
limited coverage network, even if it provides higher speeds.
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Mobile broadband is also increasingly common and is often seen as the future of the Internet,
especially in areas where there is little ‘hard’ infrastructure. Mobile coverage is increasing, with
80% of the world’s population now within reach of a 3G network. In conjunction with apps, it has
opened the way to the creation of new tools and services to help people make specific uses of the
Internet.
At the same time, mobile data costs money, which remains a significant barrier for many, and is
not feasible for more intense uses of the Internet, for example for research, or other technologyintensive activities.
Another way to connect to the Internet is through Wi-Fi connections, which work using radio waves.
Traditionally, these operate over shorter distances (such as those provided by WiFi in and around
libraries). However, different techniques allow for communication over longer distances – and even
through obstacles – for example through unused parts of the radio spectrum (i.e. TV White Space).
Finally, a number of countries have National Research and Education Networks (NRENs – or
regional equivalents) which connect research and education institutions. Where these exist, there
is also a strong case for connecting libraries, which in turn can offer internet access to their users.
In line with the WSIS Action Line, governments should prioritise bringing libraries, alongside
schools and other community hubs, online, as a first step to connecting communities.
Find out more
Governments should ensure that libraries can benefit from funding available for developing
publicly accessible WiFi services.
Find out more
Governments should not set too low a standard for Internet connections. The 2Mbps standard
advanced by A4AI is a good start, but this should be higher still in the case of libraries, given
their use by the community.
Find out more
Governments should be ready to consider the full range of options for bringing more people
online, including newer techniques such as TV White Space.
Find out more
Governments should ensure that libraries can benefit from connections to National and Regional
Education and Research Networks as a means of promoting connectivity.
Find out more

3e. Building Networks
A further key question is how networks to libraries and homes are built and run. In many cases, it
is companies. This is not inevitable however. Some cities in the US are working to provide city-wide
internet, notably through fibre (and often in the face of opposition from ISPs).
There are also community networks, which are formed by citizens and organizations working
together to create the necessary infrastructure at the community level. They can also provide a
means of developing skills and a spirit of collaboration within a region, as well as stimulating the
production of local content by participants. Another significant provider in the US are non-profit
state level research and education networks who in aggregate provide broadband to over 100,000
anchor institutions.
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While the question of financing is dealt with later in this toolkit, this is a powerful example of
communities – either through grassroots action or civic initiatives – finding the resources
necessary to expand Internet access. Crucially, it underlines that local networks do not always need
to be provided by the private sector.
In communities with no or low connectivity (linked to inadequate private sector offer),
governments should facilitate municipal fibre (run by local government) and community
networks as valuable alternatives.
Find out more
Governments should ensure that libraries can play an active role in community networks, not
only as hubs, but also in providing a physical space to deliver training or even just to meet.
Find out more

4. Regulating Networks and Markets
The topic of telecommunications regulation is not necessarily one that raises high levels of
interest or excitement. However, it can play a crucial role as regards whether libraries are
connected at all, the price of this connectivity, and what content can be viewed.

4a. Regulation and Connectivity
The rules around who can build Internet connections and where can have a major impact on
whether communities – and libraries – have access. It is already well established that a lack of
competition will tend to mean that companies make little effort to build connections, for example
to low density or low income communities which will not offer a return on investment in the short
term.
There are further constraints, for example around who has access rights to ducts or telegraph poles
which already carry wires and cables, or even who can perform maintenance on these. Where a
new provider of access (public or private) faces barriers to using the same infrastructure, then this
reduces possibilities to connect libraries effectively.
Regulation is also important in the case of newer technologies for raising connectivity rates. TV
White Space, for example, relies on being able to openly share parts of the radio spectrum.
Spectrum originates as public airwaves, a common property regulated by National governments or
under global treaty as for use by satellites. In many countries, this is something ‘owned’ by the
government, which then auctions off segments to companies. If the cost of ‘buying’ spectrum,
especially the ‘white space’ between TV signals for example, is too high, or it is not possible to buy
spectrum only for one area or a short period of time, there will be fewer options for boosting
connectivity.
Government regulation of telecommunications markets should promote competition as a means
of promoting efforts to connect more users.
Find out more
Government regulation should not restrict use of existing infrastructure (ducts, telegraph poles)
by new players.
Find out more
Governments should ensure the process of allocating spectrum leaves space for new or
experimental connectivity initiatives.
Find out more2

1. Ibid.
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4b. Regulation and Price
As is the case with connectivity, competition can also help reduce prices for users, including
libraries. Where a library can choose between two or more providers, there is an incentive for the
providers to provide a better offer than the other(s), in order to make the deal. Even when there is
more than one company active, there is always a threat of cooperation between them, in order to
agree to set higher prices than necessary.
While not necessarily a pure regulatory issue, the level of tax imposed on key equipment for
Internet access – computers, routers, Internet access itself – can also have an impact on
affordability. In some places, these are classed as luxury goods, and so subject to higher levels of
tax.
Governments should promote competition between telecommunications companies, in order to
ensure that libraries (paid for with public money) get the best possible deal.
Find out more
Governments should not impose high taxation (or import duties) on communications equipment
as bought and used by libraries.
Find out more

4c. Regulation and Content
While questions of copyright and privacy will be tackled below, a final area where regulation can
play a role is in the way Internet traffic itself is managed.
The most extreme form of regulation is simply to shut down the Internet, or part of it (for example
sites from certain sources, or types of service). Governments justify these actions (where they
provide justification) by anything from preventing cheating in school exams to calming unrest.
At a general level, Internet shutdowns and censorship have a clear impact on the possibility for
library users – and everyone else – to access information. This can take place at the level of
Internet Service Providers (who can be forced to block access to particular sites), hosting
services, or simply by closing down websites individually.
Shutdowns are, in almost all cases, disproportionate, and carry huge costs both in the short term
(in terms of difficulty in communication, difficulty in learning and carrying out research) and in the
longer term (in terms of loss of confidence by companies).
A subtler, but also highly damaging restriction comes from violations of net neutrality. This occurs
when an Internet Service Provider allows particular sites and services to benefit from higher speeds
than others. This will tend to favor larger, richer actors, and hurt those who cannot afford to buy
into the ‘fast lane’. Library users will tend to be channeled towards certain sources of information
rather than others, and library websites may be left in the ‘slow lane’.
There has also been controversy around the use of ‘zero rating’ schemes, which allow people
accessing the Internet through mobile phones to use certain services without this counting towards
data-caps. They have a similar effect to violations of net neutrality by making some services or
sites free for users (so they do not count against data caps). This will favour those actors who can
do the necessary deals with mobile companies to participate, leaving others out.
Governments should ensure that any restrictions on Internet access are necessary,
proportionate, and transparent. In all but the most extreme circumstances, Internet shutdowns
are not justified.
Find out more
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Governments should regulate to protect net neutrality against violations, including through zero
rating.
Find out more

5. Legal and Privacy Issues
A final concern for public access comes from the laws around what information can be accessed
online, and under what conditions. This is independent of any policy applied within libraries to
restrict access to dangerous or illegal content and limit users’ privacy in a library.

5a. Secondary Liability
When an individual infringes copyright – for example by placing a copyrighted work online without
permission – they are described as being primarily liable for any damages or costs. However,
many countries also provide for secondary liability. This affects actors like Internet Service
Providers or libraries, who may have ‘helped’ the infringement by giving the individual access to
the Internet in the first place.
While clearly the main responsibility for the infringement lies with the user, it is often easier (or
financially more interesting) for someone looking to enforce their rights to attack an institution or
company than an individual.
Such provisions can be harmful for libraries, which are not equipped either to buy relevant
technology to block particular types of content or activity (much of which is arguably invasive of
privacy, restrictive of freedom of expression, and not necessarily particularly effective). At the
same time, they are also not able to face liability. Faced with this, many libraries may,
understandably, decide that the level of risk is too high, and not offer access.
Libraries providing public access to the Internet should not be held liable for the actions of their
users, in particular where they have made it clear that illegal or copyright-infringing activities are
not in line with acceptable use policies.
Find out more
Libraries should not be obliged to apply filtering technologies that violate users’ privacy or treat
user-uploaded content as infringing unless proven otherwise.
Find out more
Libraries should not be obliged to collect names or other identifying information about users in
order to facilitate future prosecutions for copyright infringement.
Find out more

5b. Copyright
The possibilities open to library users to access and make use of materials on the internet
depend to a large extent on the copyright laws they face, and in particular on whether they
benefit from updated and meaningful exceptions and limitations.
Without these, copyright rules oblige libraries and their users to seek permission – and pay – to
do things like use materials in teaching (for example, showing videos about finding work),
research (academic articles that are not open access), and simply for pleasure. Exceptions and
limitations in place should, also, be protected from contract terms or technological protection
measures (or digital rights management tools) that weaken or undermine them.
In summary, a lack of meaningful exceptions and limitations to copyright means that the value of
public internet access in libraries – and so the incentive to use it – is reduced.
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While this is already a question where libraries are active in general, there is therefore a close
link between public access and copyright reforms affecting books and articles available digitally.
A good copyright law therefore represents an important part of the policy mix for public access.
Libraries should benefit from a modern and comprehensive set of exceptions and limitations to
copyright allowing them to make maximum use of the materials to which they have access.
Find out more

5c. Surveillance
A further concern for library users is the degree to which they enjoy privacy when they are online.
In the case of government surveillance, libraries are obliged to respect the law, although there
are various tools which offer users a much greater degree of anonymity (and which fall outside of
the scope of a toolkit focused on policy).
Some have taken the step of deleting Internet search records as soon as possible in order to
ensure that they have no data to hand over if subsequently requested. Crucially, it is important
for people to understand, as far as possible, what surveillance is taking place, given that
uncertainty is likely to have a chilling effect.
Library users also risk being subject to data collection by websites or other service providers. The
way this data is collected, and subsequently used, is subject to data protection laws, which can
oblige transparency, the seeking of consent, or give users ‘ownership’ of their data.
Governments should be transparent about surveillance policies as far as possible, and refrain
from any indiscriminate data collection.
Find out more
Governments should introduce effective data protection rules that give people the power to
choose what data is collected about them, how it is used, and meaningful redress in case of
abuse.
Find out more

5d. Library Legislation
Much of what libraries themselves do is governed by library laws. These can be less or more
prescriptive from one country to the next, and there is no ideal way of doing things. Decisions can
also be taken both at the national and the local levels and reflect cultural preferences.
However, rules which place unjustified restrictions on library membership and on the services
and internet access that they can offer will limit the reach and impact of public access.
Withholding access to the internet where it is technically possible, or excessive use of filters and
other tools will place a firm block on the potential of public access, and risk libraries being seen
as outdated.
Governments should ensure that library legislation is up to date, and favours the provision of
public internet access.
Find out more

6. Finance
A key determinant of public Internet access in libraries is clearly funding. There are both fixed costs,
associated with building connections (as discussed above) and buying equipment, and ongoing
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ones, linked to Internet subscriptions, electricity use, maintenance of hardware, and developing
skills among users. The same goes for staff, so that they are able to take new roles, make full use
of technology tools and online resources, and assist communities served, be it researchers,
professors and students in case of academic library, or farmers, doctors and health workers,
teachers, families, preschoolers, students, teenagers, and senior citizens in the case of public
libraries.
Clearly not all the costs fall to libraries. Infrastructure costs are often covered by government or
private actors. Other costs are strongly affected by market regulation, such as the costs of
telecommunications equipment or Internet connections themselves. Many of the points made so
far focus on how to make most effective use of public funding, ensure that private funding delivers
access, and reduce the costs falling to libraries themselves.

6a. Ensuring adequate funding for libraries to offer meaningful public access
Libraries often struggle to fund all of operations, staffing, collection development and
programming, with changing politics at levels creating uncertainty. In many countries, the situation
is not necessarily getting better, risking forcing libraries to make tough decisions. It is therefore
important, not just to be able to provide meaningful public access, to secure a place in the budget
decision making process, as well as use other opportunities to raise the necessary funding.
In this work, it is worth highlighting the social value that this provides, in particular for marginalized
groups. In the USA for example, people on lower incomes (including the working poor), people of
mixed race and Native Hawaiians or Pacific Islanders, and people who speak languages other than
English are disproportionately represented among users. Also, close to 32% of the population aged
14 years or older have accessed the Internet using a library computer or wireless network in the
past 12 months.
Moreover, as established above, public Internet access in libraries brings savings or greater
effectiveness for government programs in several areas – health, education, employment and
innovation. Where they support citizens in accessing eGovernment, libraries can also play a very
direct role in realizing the potential of such services to deliver efficiencies. Pooling resources
allocated in different government budgets for informal learning, public health, employment, and
eGovernment implementation to support public access in libraries would represent a logical step.
Governments should recognize the social value of public internet access, as well as their
contribution to the effectiveness of broader government policies when taking decisions about
funding.
Find out more
Governments should to take a coordinated approach to supporting public access to online
services in different policy areas by strengthening libraries.
Find out more

6b. Universal Service and Access Funds
Universal Service and Access Funds (USAFs) have existed in many countries much longer than the
Internet itself. Governments recognized the social value of connecting people to telephone
networks and saw that there was a risk that the market along would not guarantee this. For
example, adding one extra person to a network brings benefits to everyone else, but the benefit to
any one individual company may not be great enough for them to invest in building a connection.
USAFs provide a response by collecting fees from telecommunications services money from all
telecommunications companies, and then distributing it to help subsidize costs for connections or
activities that help bring more people online (i.e. move towards truly universal service and access).
They do not necessarily only pay for connectivity, although strengthening connections between
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regions and cities/towns, or networks to libraries and homes, are a key part of their work. Other
ways of supporting access can include supporting training, equipment, or subscriptions.
The prototypical USAFs example is the e-rate program in the USA. Many countries have modelled
their programs to the USA and there are notable and successful example from the Morocco,
Colombia and Turkey. Many of the initiatives from a private/public partnership. Unfortunately,
inefficiency, lack of transparency or mere underutilization have slowed the adoption of USAFs in
many countries. In a 2013 study, Universal Service Fund Study it was reported that "Most
universal service funds (USF) remain inefficient and ineffective. Together, the 64 USFs covered in
this report contain more than USD 11 billion waiting to be disbursed. Of those funds studied, many
have not disbursed any money.
In fact, of those USFs where levies are currently being applied and collected, it is estimated that
only 64% of these same USFs have carried out some level of disbursement or reported that some
disbursements have been made. In other words, more than one third of the USFs in this study have
yet to disburse any of the levies collected and very few funds, if any, would appear to disburse all
that they collect."
Where USAFs exist, they should focus strongly on supporting public Internet access. Individual
decisions about funding should respond to need (for example focusing on connections,
subscriptions, hardware or skills as appropriate).
Find out more.
USAFs should be independent of government, and managed efficiently and transparency,
allowing libraries and citizens to understand how they are spending money and the impact they
are having.
Find out more.
Where USAFs do not exist, governments could consider establishing these as a means of
providing dedicated funding for public access programs.
Find out more.

7. Resources
PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
The Global Net
•

TV Whitespace Project, Gigabit Libraries Network: http://giglibraries.net/page-1712342

•

Providing Internet Access through Public Libraries, Beyond Access (2012):
https://www.ifla.org/files/assets/clm/WSIS/libraries_public_access.pdf

•

Today’s Public Libraries Are Thriving Technology Hubs That Millions Rely on for First or
Only Choice for Internet Access, Gates Foundation (2016):
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases/2006/09/TodaysPublic-Libraries-Are-Thriving-Technology-Hubs-That-Millions-Rely-on-for-First-or-OnlyChoice-for-Internet-Access

•

Internet Exchange Points Policy Brief, Internet Society:
https://www.internetsociety.org/policybriefs/ixps/

•

Public Spectrum for Public Access, Don Means, 17 January 2017:
https://www.internetsociety.org/blog/2017/01/public-spectrum-for-public-access/
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Connecting the Global to the National
•

Affordability Report, Alliance for Affordable Internet: https://a4ai.org/affordability-report/

•

Tunis Action Plan, WSIS (2005): http://www.itu.int/net/wsis/docs2/tunis/off/6rev1.html

Infrastructure within countries
•

Swedish Broadband Strategy:
https://www.government.se/496173/contentassets/afe9f1cfeaac4e39abcdd3b82d9be
e5d/sweden-completely-connected-by-2025-eng.pdf

•

UK Government Digital Communications Infrastructure Strategy (2015):
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-digital-communications-infrastructurestrategy/the-digital-communications-infrastructure-strategy

•

Internet for All: A Framework for Accelerating Access, World Economic Forum (2016):
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Internet_for_All_Framework_Accelerating_Internet
_Access_Adoption_report_2016.pdf

•

A Policy Framework for Enabling Internet Access, Internet Society (2016):
https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/doc/2016/a-policy-framework-for-enablinginternet-access/

•

Dig Once: A How-To Guide, Global Connect Initiative (2016):
https://staticshare.america.gov/uploads/2016/04/6.-GCI-Dig-Once.pdf

•

Dig Once: an IEEE-USA Position Paper (2017): http://globalpolicy.ieee.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/IEEE17022.pdf

•

Dig Once and Work Together, Nicholas Kanakis (2017):
https://www.mcgeorge.edu/documents/Publications/kanakis_TUOPLR484.pdf

•

E-rate: Universal Service Programme for Schools and Libraries, US Federal
Communications Commission: https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/universal-serviceprogram-schools-and-libraries-e-rate

•

Universal Service Administative Company: Schools and Libraries:
https://www.usac.org/sl/

•

Federal E-Rate Programme Dramatically Expands High School Internet Access for Schools
(2017): https://www.usnews.com/news/education-news/articles/2017-09-19/federal-erate-program-dramatically-expands-high-speed-internet-access-for-schools

•

Your Essential Guide to the 2018 E-Rate Programme, Mindsight, 2018:
https://www.gomindsight.com/blog/2018-e-rate-program/

Local Networks
•

Libraries and the WSIS Action Lines, IFLA (2006):
https://www.ifla.org/files/assets/wsis/Documents/libraries-and-the-wsis-action-linesen.pdf
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•

Connecting Governments, Libraries and Communities, Paul Jaeger et al (2014):
https://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/4900/4160

•

Libraries, Technology and the Route to Relevance, Governing the States and Localities
(2018): http://www.governing.com/gov-institute/voices/col-public-libraries-leveragetechnology-build-relevance.html

•

The Long-Term Health of Libraries, The Aspen Dialogue (2014):
http://csreports.aspeninstitute.org/Dialogue-on-PublicLibraries/2014/report/details/0090/Libraries

•

The Library and Information Agenda, Australian Library and Information Association
(2016):
https://www.alia.org.au/sites/default/files/The%20Library%20and%20Information%20A
genda%202016.pdf

•

From Awareness to Funding, OCLC (2018):
https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/2018/oclcresearch-awareness-tofunding.html

•

E-Rates and Lifeline Guidance, Urban Libraries Council:
https://www.urbanlibraries.org/member-resources/e-rate-and-lifeline

•

High Speed Broadband in Californian Libraries, State Library of California
http://www.library.ca.gov/services/to-libraries/broadband/

•

TV White Space, the Most Important Development Tool? Sophie Edwards (2016):
https://www.devex.com/news/tv-white-space-the-most-powerful-development-tool88868

•

Librarians, Tap into TV White Space, San Jose State University (2017):
https://medium.com/sjsuischool/librarians-tap-into-tv-white-space-ed8152292e3c

•

White Space – the Next Internet Disruption. 10 Things to Know, TechRepublic (2014):
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/white-space-the-next-internet-disruption-10-thingsto-know/

•

WhiteSpace Project Could Grow Rural Broadband Access, Matt Ennis (2017):
https://www.libraryjournal.com/?detailStory=whitespace-project-could-grow-ruralbroadband-access

Building Networks
•

More than 750 American Communities Have Built their Own Internet Networks, Karl Bode
(2017): https://motherboard.vice.com/en_us/article/a3np4a/new-municipal-broadbandmap

•

Development of High-Speed Networks and the Role of Municipal Networks, OECD (2015):
http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?cote=DSTI/ICCP/CI
SP%282015%291/FINAL&docLanguage=En

•

Community-Owned Fiber Networks: Value Leaders in America, David Talbot, Kira
Hessekiel (2018): https://cyber.harvard.edu/publications/2018/01/communityfiber
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•

Municipal Fiber Initiative, Harvard: https://cyber.harvard.edu/research/municipalfiber

•

Community Networks, Internet Society:
https://www.internetsociety.org/issues/community-networks/

•

Community Networks – the Internet by the People, for the People, Luca Belli (2017):
https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/community-networks-the-internet-bythe-people-for-the-people-dc-on-community-connectivity

•

Local Access and Community Networking, Association for Progressive Communications:
https://www.apc.org/en/apc-wide-activities/local-access-and-community-networking

REGULATING NETWORKS AND MARKETS
Regulation and Connectivity
•

State of the Union 2016: Commission Paves the Way for More and Better Internet
Connectivity for All Citizens and Businesses, European Commission (2016):
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-16-3009_en.htm

•

The Role of Government, Internet Society: https://future.internetsociety.org/introductiondrivers-of-change-areas-of-impact/drivers-of-change/the-role-of-government/

•

A Brief History of Internet Regulation, Ev Erlich (2014): https://progressivepolicy.org/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/2014.03-Ehrlich_A-Brief-History-of-Internet-Regulation.pdf

•

Why Regulate (ICT Regulation Toolkit): http://www.ictregulationtoolkit.org/toolkit/6.2

•

Toolkit on Cross-Sector Infrastructure Sharing, World Bank (2017):
http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/307251492818674685/Cross-Sector-InfrastructureSharing-Toolkit-final-170228.pdf

•

Dynamic Spectrum and TV White Spaces, Microsoft (2012);
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/dynamic-spectrum-and-tv-whitespaces/

•

TV White Space Pilot Launched by Government of India, Arnab Mukherjee (2016):
https://www.digit.in/general/pilot-project-to-test-tv-whitespace-technology-launched-bygovernment-of-india-29678.html

•

The Reallocation Imperative: A New Vision for Spectrum Policy, Preston Marshall (2012):
https://assets.aspeninstitute.org/content/uploads/files/content/docs/cands/The_Reall
ocation_Imperative_A_New_Vision_For_Spectrum_Policy.pdf

•

Spectrum Policy – On the Same Wavelength, The Economist (2004):
https://www.economist.com/special-report/2004/08/12/on-the-same-wavelength

Regulation and Price
•

20 Years of the Information Technology Agreement, WTO (2007),
https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/publications_e/ita20years2017_e.htm
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•

The Human Rights Impact of Taxing Popular Internet Services, APC (2019):
https://www.apc.org/en/pubs/human-rights-impacts-taxing-popular-internet-servicescases-kenya-tanzania-and-uganda

Regulation and Content
•

IFLA Statement on Internet Shutdowns, IFLA (2017):
https://www.ifla.org/files/assets/faife/statements/ifla_internet_shutdowns_statement.p
df (see also the background note:
https://www.ifla.org/files/assets/hq/topics/infosociety/documents/ifla_internet_resourc
e_pack.pdf)

•

IFLA Statement on Net Neutrality and Zero Rating, IFLA (2016):
https://www.ifla.org/publications/node/10700

•

India Now Has the Strongest Net Neutrality Rules, Rishi Iyengar (2018),
https://money.cnn.com/2018/07/12/technology/india-net-neutrality-rulestelecom/index.html

•

Net Neutrality, Indian Department of Telecommunications: http://www.dot.gov.in/netneutrality

•

Who Will be Hit Hardest by Net Neutrality? Marginalised America, Carmen Scurato
(2017): https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/dec/18/net-neutralitymarginalised-america-open-internet-fcc

LEGAL AND PRIVACY ISSUES
Secondary Liability
•

3D Printing in the Library: Do be Aware but No Reason to Scare, Tom Lipinski (2018):
https://blogs.ifla.org/lpa/2018/04/16/3d-printing-in-the-library-do-be-aware-but-noreason-to-scare-a-legal-risk-assessment-by-tomas-a-lipinski/

•

Limitations on Liability for Libraries and Archives, IFLA (2016L
https://www.ifla.org/files/assets/clm/position_papers/ifla_position_public_lending_right
/limitations_on_liability.pdf

•

Internet Filtering, Sarah Houghton (2010):
https://www.journals.ala.org/index.php/ltr/article/viewFile/4713/5610

•

Filters and Filtering, American Library Association:
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/filtering

•

Libraries, the Internet and the Law: Adults Must Have Unfiltered Access, ACLU (2010):
https://www.aclu-wa.org/news/libraries-internet-and-law-adults-must-have-unfilteredaccess

Copyright
•

Handbook on Copyright and Related Issues for Libraries, EIFL (2009):
http://www.eifl.net/resources/eifl-handbook-copyright-and-related-issues-librariesenglish
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•

Copyright Issues for Libraries, IFLA: https://www.ifla.org/copyright-issues-for-libraries

•

Upcoming Copyright Issues for Libraries in 2019, IFLA – Part 1:
https://blogs.ifla.org/lpa/2019/01/14/copyright-for-libraries-in-2019-whats-on-theagenda-part-1/, Part 2: https://blogs.ifla.org/lpa/2019/01/18/trends-in-copyright-forlibraries-whats-coming-up-this-year-part-2/

Surveillance
•

Guide to International Law and Surveillance, Privacy International (2017)
https://privacyinternational.org/sites/default/files/201712/Guide%20to%20International%20Law%20and%20Surveillance%20August%202017.
pdf

•

A Clear-Eyed Look at Mass Surveillance, Human Rights Watch (2014):
https://www.hrw.org/news/2014/07/25/clear-eyed-look-mass-surveillance

•

The Data Surveillance State in Europe and the United States, Joel Reidenberg (2014):
https://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/faculty_scholarship/645/

•

Keeping Internet Users in the Know or in the Dark: An Analysis of the Data Privacy
Transparency of Canadian Internet Carriers, Andrew Clement and Jonathan Obar (2016):
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5325/jinfopoli.6.2016.0294#metadata_info_tab_conte
nts

•

Who has your Back? Government Data Requests 2017, EFF (2017):
https://www.eff.org/who-has-your-back-2017

•

Freedom on the Net, Freedom House (2017): https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedomnet/freedom-net-2017

FINANCE
Ensuring adequate funding for libraries
•
•
•
•

Providing Internet Access through Public Libraries: An Investment in Digital Inclusion,
Beyond Access (2012):
https://www.ifla.org/files/assets/clm/WSIS/libraries_public_access.pdf
The Impacts of Free Public Internet Access on Library Patrons and Communities, John
Carlo Bertot, Charles R. McClure, Paul T. Jaeger (2008):
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/588445?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
Costs of and Benefits Resulting From Public Library e-Government Service Provision,
Lauren H. Mandel, Laura I. Spears, Debra Guenther, Charles R. McClure (2013):
http://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/4805/3803
E-Government Service Roles for Public Libraries, Bradley Wade Bishop, Charles R.
McClure, & Lauren H. Mandel (2013): http://publiclibrariesonline.org/2013/04/egovernment-service-roles-for-public-libraries/

Universal Service Funds
•

Briefing on the United States E-Rate Programme, American Library Association:
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/telecom/erate
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•

Moving Beyond the Market – Making Universal Service Finds Work for the Poor, Web
Foundation (2016): https://webfoundation.org/2016/04/moving-beyond-the-marketmaking-universal-service-funds-work-for-the-poor/

•

Policy Guidelines for Universal Service, Association of Regulators of Information and
Communications for Eastern and Southern Africa (2004), https://www.itu.int/ITUD/projects/ITU_EC_ACP/hipssa/docs/118_Policy_Guidelines_Universal_Service.pdf

•

Universal Service Programme for Schools and Libraries (E-Rate), Federal
Communications Commission, https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/universal-serviceprogram-schools-and-libraries-e-rate

•

Universal Service Funds and Connecting Schools to the Internet Around the World,
Michael Trucano (2015): https://blogs.worldbank.org/edutech/universal-service-fundsconnecting-schools-internet-around-world

•

Are Universal Service Funds being Used to Close the Online Gender Gap? Alliance for
Affordable Internet (2017), https://a4ai.org/are-universal-service-funds-being-used-toclose-the-online-gender-gap/
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8. Checklist
1. Where these are lacking, or there is too much reliance on one option, governments and
others should support projects to build or improve connections between individual
countries and the global Internet
2. Governments should support efforts to develop affordable Internet Exchange Points, in
particular in developing countries, in order to provide better access to content.
3. Government strategies for Internet access should explicitly aim to bring this to all parts of
the country, and focus resources on those areas where private-sector initiatives are least
likely.
4. Policies and programs focused on infrastructure should include Internet infrastructure,
for example through ‘dig once’ approaches.
5. When connecting a new area for the first time, governments should consider connecting
the library and other community anchor institutions first, given their role in providing
access to information regardless of income.
6. In line with the WSIS Action Line, governments should prioritise bringing libraries,
alongside schools and other community hubs, online, as a first step to connecting
communities.
7. Governments should ensure that libraries can benefit from funding available for
developing publicly accessible WiFi services.
8. Governments should not set too low a standard for Internet connections. The 2Mbps
standard advanced by A4AI is a good start, but this should be higher still in the case of
libraries, given their use by the community.
9. Governments should be ready to consider the full range of options for bringing more
people online, including newer techniques such as TV White Space.
10. In communities with no or low connectivity (linked to inadequate private sector offer),
governments should facilitate municipal fibre (run by local government) and community
networks as valuable alternatives.
11. Governments should ensure that libraries can play an active role in community networks,
not only as hubs, but also in providing a physical space to deliver training or even just to
meet.
12. Government regulation of telecommunications markets should promote competition as a
means of promoting efforts to connect more users.
13. Government regulation should not restrict use of existing infrastructure (ducts, telegraph
poles) by new players.
14. Governments should ensure the process of allocating spectrum leaves space for new or
experimental connectivity initiatives.
15. Governments should promote competition between telecommunications companies, in
order to ensure that libraries (paid for with public money) get the best possible deal.
16. Governments should not impose high taxation (or import duties) on communications
equipment as bought and used by libraries.
17. Governments should ensure that any restrictions on Internet access are necessary,
proportionate, and transparent. In all but the most extreme circumstances, Internet
shutdowns are not justified.
18. Governments should regulate to protect net neutrality against violations, including
through zero rating.
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19. Libraries providing public access to the Internet should not be held liable for the actions
of their users, in particular where they have made it clear that illegal or copyrightinfringing activities are not in line with acceptable use policies.
20. Libraries should not be obliged to apply filtering technologies that violate users’ privacy
or treat user-uploaded content as infringing unless proven otherwise.
21. Libraries should not be obliged to collect names or other identifying information about
users in order to facilitate future prosecutions for copyright infringement.
22. Libraries should benefit from a modern and comprehensive set of exceptions and
limitations to copyright allowing them to make maximum use of the materials to which
they have access.
23. Governments should be transparent about surveillance policies as far as possible, and
refrain from any indiscriminate data collection.
24. Governments should introduce effective data protection rules that give people the power
to choose what data is collected about them, how it is used, and meaningful redress in
case of abuse.
25. Governments should ensure that library legislation is up to date, and favours the
provision of public internet access.
26. Governments should recognize the social value of public internet access, as well as their
contribution to the effectiveness of broader government policies when taking decisions
about funding.
27. Governments should to take a coordinated approach to supporting public access to
online services in different policy areas by strengthening libraries.
28. Where USAFs exist, they should focus strongly on supporting public Internet access.
Individual decisions about funding should respond to need (for example focusing on
connections, subscriptions, hardware or skills as appropriate).
29. USAFs should be independent of government, and managed efficiently and
transparency, allowing libraries and citizens to understand how they are spending money
and the impact they are having.
30. Where USAFs do not exist, governments could consider establishing these as a means of
providing dedicated funding for public access programs.
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